PEACOCK GROUP SAFETY MEETING
Driving Courtesy: A Habit That Ensures Safety
Courtesy is an important part of defensive driving as well as a mark of the professional vehicle operator. The
defensive driver knows that strict observance of traffic laws will go a long way toward preventing accidents.
They also know that courteous driving gives them an extra degree of safety in these days of high accident
potential on the highways. Driving courteously means:

♦ KEEPING A COURTEOUS DISTANCE
♦ MAINTAINING A SAFE DISTANCE
♦ ALLOWING THE FASTER TRAFFIC TO PASS
The professional driver knows that situations often arise as to who has the right-of-way. If drivers or pedestrians
jump the gun in these situations, an accident is bound to happen. That is why courtesy  the way-of-right
rather than the right-of-way  is so important. Courtesy in driving covers up the gaps beyond the law, and when
courtesy becomes a habit it can assure safe driving. For example, safe and courteous drivers will slow down
as another vehicle is passing them so they can help the other driver  and help themselves.
Some drivers forget courtesy when they are behind the wheel. Others attempt to use their vehicles to intimidate
anyone they meet on the road. Defensive professional drivers cannot afford to forget courtesy, as it can keep
them out of trouble.
The Five Golden Rules Of Driving Courtesy
To make driving courtesy a habit, practice the following rules:
1

PEDESTRIANS SHOULD BE GRANTED EVERY COURTESY due them while crossing in front of
vehicles or at intersections. By law, as well as by the rules of courtesy, pedestrians have the right to
expect the driver to permit them to reach the sidewalk safely. During wet or slushy weather, the
courteous driver will take precautions to avoid splashing the pedestrians.

2

RIGHT-OF-WAY LAWS ARE DESIGNED TO ENABLE COURTS TO JUDGE CASES. The driver on the
right has no more privilege to assume the right-of-way than the driver on the left. Slowing down at
intersections and pausing a few seconds to permit the other driver to pass safely will eliminate many
intersection accidents.

3

WAITING YOUR TURN AT CONVERGING TRAFFIC LANES is another example of courteous driving.
The courteous driver will avoid forcing another driver into a fixed object. Squeeze-play or shut-outs like
this result from a lack of courtesy.

4

SIGNALING IS SIMPLE COURTESY in action. Let the other driver know when you intend to turn, slow
down or stop.

5

ACKNOWLEDGING COURTESY IS PART OF THE TEAM EFFORT
of professional drivers. They are courteous to each other as well as
to the non-professional drivers they meet on the road. They quickly
acknowledge courtesy extended by others.
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